ISI Group Pro�ile

Create Your Global Dreams with ISI

All towards Your Global Success
Based on our corporate philosophy of "our aim is to help people achieve their dreams and to help
foster a global society by creating an educational environment for the development of global human
resources", the ISI Group strives to offer an outstanding educational environment and services
through our core businesses of Japanese language education, vocational college, and overseas study.
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● Management of Student Dormitories
● Foster Foreign Nurses and Caregivers
● Foster Japanese Language Teachers

Peking University Health
Science Center Medical
Educational Program
Study-abroad Program for
Earning Credits or Degrees
in English-speaking Countries
Short-term Study-abroad
Programs in English-speaking
Countries

● ISI International Education Fund etc.
Overseas Students Support
Offices
●
●

ISI Group
Corporation
Outline
（FY2016）

ISI Shanghai Office
ISI Beijing Office

ISI Global Inc.

ISI Inc.

■ Location: 2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo

■ Location:
〈 Head Office/ISI Kokusai Gakuin / Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo College〉
2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
〈ISI Language School〉
2-14-19 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-0075, Japan
〈ISI Chukyo〉2-62 Chayashinden, Gifu-shi, Gifu 501-6135, Japan
■ Establishment: January 5, 1999

171-0022, Japan
■ Establishment: January 5, 2006
■ Representative: Masaaki Ogino, CEO
■ Capital: JPY 50 million
■ Sales: JPY 2,161 million (Consolidate FY2015)

■ Number of Employees: 349 (Consolidate, incl. part‐time teachers)
■ Description of Business: Business management of the ISI Group
and its subordinate operations
■ Bank: Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, Bank of
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Resona Bank, Shoko Chukin Bank, etc.

■ Representative: Masaaki Ogino, CEO
■ Capital: JPY 10 million
■ Description of Business
● Overseas study services / overseas study support for Japanese students
● Establishment and management of Japanese language schools
● Administration of Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo College
● Establishment and management of student dormitories

Shojiro Ogino

Masaaki Ogino

Chairman, ISI Global Inc.

CEO, ISI Global Inc.

Chairman, ISI Inc.

CEO, ISI Inc.

President, Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen

Executive Director, Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen

Toward the 40th anniversary,
We further promote the fostering of global human resources.
While further enhancing the foundation of our three core businesses of Japanese language education, vocational school management,
and overseas study developed over the past 39 years, the ISI Group opened the new Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo
College, in April 2015 and entered the university management business. The ISI Group’s business domain keeps evolving in the
educational service business, and the Group will continue to focus on fostering global human resources toward the next year’s 40th
anniversary.
In the Japanese language education business, the total quota of our four schools expanded to 2,121 last year. We have grown to
become one of the largest Japanese language schools in Japan, and we now lead the Group’s development as ISI Group’s core
business. ISI’s Japanese language school provides courses and curricula tailored to the students' objectives, and fosters
Japanese-speaking human resources who acquire true communication skills and the ability to understand different cultures, through
the building of a multinational campus where foreign students from more than 50 countries and regions learn.
In the vocational school business, we established vocational schools for foreign languages and business in Ikebukuro, Tokyo, and
Ueda City, Nagano. As international vocational schools where a number of students from abroad enroll, we aim to produce human
resources who can be active in the real world, while cooperating with local communities and private companies.
In the study abroad business, over 3,600 Japanese students have graduated from universities and high schools in China and other
countries since we started the business in 1993. We are very pleased that many of the students are now active on the frontlines of our
society. Japanese graduates from the Peking University Health Science Center Medical Educational Program, which started in 2002,
have passed the National Examination for Medical Practitioners in Japan after returning home. We aim to nurture international
physicians who will bear the future of the medical industry and resolve the shortage of physicians through this program. Participation in study abroad programs by Japanese students, which has been stagnant in recent years, regained popularity again due to the
rising momentum in the recruitment and fostering of global human resources by companies. Through the provision of diversified
study abroad programs, we strive to foster human resources that meet the demands of society.
Amid the drastic changes in our surroundings, the ISI Group will contribute to society by fostering human resources for the next
generation.

Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen
■ Location:

〈Head Office〉2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan

〈Tokyo Business and Language College/ISI Language College〉

1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan

〈 Nagano Business and Language College〉3-5-18 Chuo, Ueda-shi, Nagano 386-0012, Japan
■ Foundation: April 1, 1977
■ Establishment: October 31, 2003
■ Representative: Shojiro Ogino, President
■ Total Asset: JPY 1,111,310,394 (As of March 31, 2016)
■ Description of Business: Establishment and management of vocational schools
and various schools

NPO International Exchange Support
Organization
■ Location: 2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
■ Establishment: April 9, 2007
■ Representative: Masaaki Ogino, President
■ Description of Business
● Popularization, enlightenment, and support to pursue and provide
educational cooperation and provision to schools in Japan and abroad
● Overseas study support business

Japanese Language Education Division
ISI Japanese Language School where about
2,000 foreign students from more than
110 countries and regions worldwide study.
The ISI Japanese Language School Group opened its first school in Ueda
City, Nagano Prefecture, in 1992. Currently, four schools nationwide are
in operation—two schools in Tokyo and one school in Gifu City opened
in addition to the school in Ueda City, Nagano Prefecture. More than
2,000 foreign students are studying Japanese language and culture. We
aim to become a leader in the Japanese language school industry by offering innovative classes and services that meet students’ expectations.

www.isi-education.com
This is the largest ISI Japanese language school where basic to
advanced Japanese language can be studied. Students from more
than 50 countries are studying in four courses, seven classes, and
more than 40 curricula diversified in levels ranging from conversation to cultural experience to educational advancement to topnotch
universities. We foster global human resources and offer high-quality
Japanese language instruction.

Affiliated by Association for the Promotion
of Japanese Language Education

ISI Language
School
2-14-19 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 169-0075, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5155-6886
FAX: +81-3-5155-6887

【Quota】1,346
【Courses and Classes】■ Top University Preparation Course ■ General Japanese Course (Graduate School

Preparation Class/University Preparation Class/JLPT Preparation Class/Conversation Class)
■ Summer Program ■ Private Japanese Lesson

The learning environment for educational advancement to universities and vocational schools, as well as for the students who
intend to work in Japan, is in place. Since opening in 2002, the
results of our expertise have produced many students who are
now actively working around the world. The school started as a
miscellaneous school at the same time as the relocation to a new
school building in Ikebukuro in July 2014.

Affiliated by Association for the Promotion
of Japanese Language Education

ISI Language
College
1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro
Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5957-2410
FAX: +81-3-5957-2420

【Quota】360
【Courses and Classes】■ General Japanese Course（University Preparation Class/College Preparation Class/
Conversation Class/Job Finding Class） ■ Private Japanese Lesson

ISI Chukyo located in Gifu Prefecture and surrounded by beautiful
nature, is a Japanese language school with a small but homelike
atmosphere that opened in 2003. The attractiveness specific to
Chukyo is different from large cities and is particularly popular
among the students from Western countries and Asia. Homestays
where close relationships with Japanese can be built and international exchanges with local high schools are active elements of the
school program.

Affiliated by Association for the Promotion
of Japanese Language Education

ISI Chukyo
2-62 Chayashinden Gifu-shi
Gifu 501-6135, Japan
TEL: +81-58-270-0515
FAX: +81-58-270-0516

【Quota】150
【Courses and Classes】■ General Japanese Course（University Preparation Class/College Preparation Class/
Automotive Engineering Class/Conversation Class） ■ Private Japanese Lesson

Affiliated by Association for the Promotion
of Japanese Language Education

Nagano Business and
Language College

〈Japanese Language Department〉
3-5-18 Chuo, Ueda-shi
Nagano 386-0012, Japan
TEL: +81-268-23-7220
FAX: +81-268-22-4977

EducationRelated Services

The College opened in Ueda City, Nagano Prefecture, in 1992 as an
international Japanese language educational institution for
students from around the world; the vocational college now has a
total enrollment of 565. The Japanese Language Department
offers exchange classes with the International Communication
Department and meets the needs of students with a variety of
curricula for educational advancement to vocational schools,
universities, and graduate schools.
【Quota】265（Japanese Language Department）
【Courses and Classes】■ General Japanese Course（University and College Preparation Class/Conversation Class)
■ Private Japanese Lesson

■ We support foreign
students' lives by providing
student dormitories,
introducing part-time jobs,
and internships, etc.

Newly Opened Student dormitories

Shakujii-Koen International House

Toda International House

NBL International House

College Education Division
An international vocational school to foster global
human resources with excellent language skills and
international business sense.
Our vocational schools will help the students develop excellent communication
skills in a foreign language and global business as well as nurture the dreams of
students who wish to participate in a global field. The schools are located in the
international area of Ikebukuro, Tokyo, and surrounded by mountains and forests
in Ueda City, Nagano. At the cosmopolitan and multicultural campuses where
many foreign students are enrolled, the schools aim to foster human resources
that have international sensitivity, business ability, and the power to execute.

www.isi.ac.jp

《 ISI Gakuen's Philosophy 》
《 ISI Gakuen's Education Policy》

Cultivation of immediate readiness and creativity that can be used globally
・Education that deepens the international understanding ─ Internationality
・Education with understanding and satisfaction ─ Professionality
・Education that enhances the comprehensive capabilities as a member of society ─ Humanity

Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen
Vocational College

Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen
Vocational College

www.isi.ac.jp/tbl

www.isi.ac.jp/nbl

1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5957-1310 FAX: +81-3-5957-2410

3-5-18 Chuo, Ueda-shi, Nagano 386-0012, Japan
TEL: +81-268-23-7220 FAX: +81-268-22-4977

Tokyo Business and Language College (TBL)

Tokyo Business and Language College opened in Machida City, Tokyo,
in 2004. With the relocation to Ikebukuro in April 2014, enrollment
e xpande d to 320, and the G lobal Business D epar tment was
established. The International Communication Department was also
renewed. The College mission is to foster human resources that can
contribute to business in a global society of advancing globalization.
The College has sufficient curricula to develop students with excellent
international sensitivity who can acquire the latest business skills.
【Quota】320
【Departments and Courses】
■ Global Business Course
〈Global Business Department〉
〈International Communication Department〉
■ English Career Course
■ Japanese-Chinese Medical Interpretation Course
■ University and Graduate School Preparatory Course

■ We have established the ISI
International Education
Fund and have been
conducting international
support business to
enhance the educational
environment.

Nagano Business and Language College (NBL)

The College first opened its doors in Ueda City in 1992 as an international
Japanese language educational institution for foreign students. Since then,
it has grown into a vocational college with a total capacity of 565 students in
its Global Business Department, International Communication Department
and Japanese Language Department. Situated in Nagano Prefecture, an area
of outstanding natural beauty, the college offers programs for students to
develop their business skills, language abilities, communication skills, and
cultural competency, together with helping them prepare for success in the
global market place.
【Quota】300
【Departments, Courses and Classes】
〈Global Business Department〉MDIS Diploma Class / Global Management Class
〈International Communication Department〉
■ Japanese Education Course（Japanese Teacher Training Class / Japanese and Information Class）
■ English Career Course（English and Information Class）
■ English, Chinese Language Course（English and Chinese Language Class）

■ We conduct activities to
develop new programs and
to foster human resources,
such as fostering of foreign
nurses, caregivers, and
Japanese language
teachers.
ISI Hope Second Elementary School in QingDao, China

University Administration Division
ISI university management business offers the best Chinese
language education and fosters global human resources that
will serve as the bridge for Japan-China friendships.
In cooperation with Beijing Language and Culture University, a Chinese
national university that offers the best Chinese language education for
foreign nationals, Tokyo College offers the highest level of Chinese language
and cultural education. We work to teach the language as well as give
students the opportunity to acquire business and communication skills, participate in career education to utilize the acquired language skills, and become
global human resources with language skills and expertise in their field.

www.blcu.jp

Beijing Language and Culture University

Beijing Language and Culture University (BLCU) was established in 1962 as a key
national university by the Chinese government. It has developed as the only university of its kind in China that offers Chinese language and culture courses to foreign
students, and has trained some 150,000 foreign students from about 180 countries
and regions. This university, often called "Little United Nations", is highly-respected
as the greatest authority in Chinese language education. It is also well-known that
BLCU designed and developed HSK which is the only Chinese proficiency test
approved by the Chinese government.

Tokyo College has three missions: foster human resources familiar with the
Chinese language, provide Chinese language training to Japanese companies,
and foster human resources who are engaged in Chinese language education.

Location in Japan of a foreign university
designated by Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Regular University Education
Based on the direct teaching method used at the Beijing campus, we provide the best Chinese language
education and teach culture and methods of expression appropriate for business settings.

Beijing Language and
Culture University,
Tokyo College

Corporate Training
Utilizing the "know-how" fostered by a university education, we provide expertise in Chinese language training
for companies and efficiently teach language appropriate for business settings.
Chinese Language Teacher Training
To improve Japanese people’s Chinese language skills, the fostering of Chinese language teachers is essential.
Tokyo College will deploy the world’s best human resource development program.

2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku
Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5960-1333 FAX: +81-3-5960-1334

Major

Two majors and
five sub majors can be selected.

Sub
Major

Major

Chinese Language
Linguistics
International Economics & Trade
Japanese-Chinese Interpretation & Translation
■ English ■ Japanese
■
■
■

Chinese Teaching Methodology

【Course Features】
1. Acquisition of the business Chinese language
We offer China’s highest level of Chinese language education, courses, curricula, classes, and instructors.
2. Cultivation of business skills
We also established Tokyo College’s original curriculum to acquire business skills that the Beijing campus
does not have.
3. Acquire communication skills
We implement participatory classes in small groups, speech contests, and volunteer activities.

Overseas study programs
at the Beijing campus or
universities in the United States.

We improved our overseas study programs to acquire practical language skills,
understanding of different cultures, and advance communication skills. As a
“Double Campus Program”, Tokyo college students can take classes for one
semester – 1 or 2 years in the sophomore or junior year at the Beijing campus.
Students who choose English as their sub major can study at a partner university
in the United States for one year. Credits earned during the overseas study are
approved and counted toward graduation.

Conveniently located in
Ikebukuro, and with modern
facilities.

The school occupies the second to the seventh floors of the building in
Ikebukuro where ISI’s head office is located. The teacher’s room and student
service center are on the second floor. The student lounge and library are on
the third floor. There are sufficient number of valuable Chinese linguistic
books and cultural books in addition to Japanese books. In the student lounge,
PCs and vending machines are installed to provide a space for students to do
research and relax.

Overseas
Offices

Japanese staff or personnel
who can speak Japanese will
support students in each location.

ISI Shanghai Office

ISI Beijing Office

4F Xianda College
No.390 Dongtiyuhui Road
HongKou District, Shanghai, China
TEL: +86-21-5127-8222
FAX: +86-21-5127-8221

#2517 Kequn Building East
No.30 Xueyuan Road Haidian District
Beijing, China
TEL: +86-10-6231-8821
FAX: +86-10-6231-8821

Study Abroad Division
ISI overseas study business meets the realization of
dreams with a wide variety of programs and
outstanding support.
Under the philosophy Fostering Global Human Resources, ISI Kokusai
Gakuin offers a wide variety of overseas study programs to foster comprehensive skills of language, international understanding, communication
skills, f lexibility, and adaptability. We also sponsor special events to
promote international understanding aiming at fostering global human
resources.

ISI Kokusai Gakuin

2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5960-1333 FAX: +81-3-5960-1334

www.isi-ryugaku.com

A bridge school to prestigious Chinese national universities established
on the basis of the longtime study abroad business experience.

International
Study Institute
Overseas
Preparatory School

The school is a bridge for students to smoothly matriculate to prestigious Chinese national universities after
completing the academic advancement course (10 months) in Japan. We propose our unique academic advancement programs, such as “Study Abroad in Two Countries” for study in both China and the United States with the
objective of becoming trilingual in Japanese, Chinese, and English, and “Specialized Study Abroad” to study
specialized fields at leading universities in China to be global human resources with both internationality and a
specialty. We provide a variety of support during the preparatory period until study abroad, while at universities,
and after graduation.

Peking University Health Science Center Medical Educational Program
is the program for those who want to become medical doctors.

Peking University
Health Science Center
Medical Educational
Program

We formed an alliance with Peking University Health Science Center, which is the highest educational institution in
China. Graduates passed the National Examination for Medical Practitioners in Japan and played active roles in
prestigious university hospitals or other medical institutions in Japan. Their language skills, communication skills,
and human strengths have been fostered in study abroad programs and have been highly regarded in medical
settings in Japan. The program is expected to respond to the shortage of medical human resources, aging of the
population, and medical globalization where graduates will serve as global medical doctors speaking multiple
languages not only in Japan but also around the world. We support the realization of the dream to become a
medical doctor.

As a general study-abroad agency, we offer a number of programs to study
abroad at universities and high schools in English-speaking countries.

Study-abroad Program
for Earning Credits or
Degrees in
English-speaking
Countries

The International Study Institute (ISI), Tokyo, has been in close liaison with
overseas educational institutions, which amount to over 500 schools in
the English-speaking countries. ISI boasts its highest reputation for having
sent numerous Japanese students overseas with exclusively unique and
advanced programs, which meet the needs of study-abroad in overseas
HSs and universities.
ISI also provides the customers with the best personalized solutions by
professional consultancy and expertise.

Our handling programs are offered from Summer English
to Scholarship-tied Programs, and more.

Short-term
Study-abroad
Programs in
English-Speaking
Countries

The way to study abroad varies. No student, from juniors to adults, is to
be grouped in one program. ISI is ready to willingly respond to these
various needs of overseas education with the best-suited programs and
customized services.
Our program line:
・English Summer Camp, Test English, TESOL/TEFL
・Global Leadership Academy, Sports Academy, Scholarship-tied Program
・Overseas Study Tour On-campus
・Overseas Internship

Schools opened with the cooperation
of overseas educational organizations:

ISI Dalian Office
#2409 Yi Fang International
Apartment, No.29 Anle Street
Zhongshan District
Dalian, China
TEL: +86-411-6263-0704

Overseas
Educational
Institute

Affiliated by ACELS・MEI-RELSA

International Study
Institute Ireland

www.studyinireland.ie
4 Meetinghouse Lane, Mary's Abbey Dublin 7, Ireland
TEL: +353-1-8727888 FAX: +353-1-8788538

History of ISI
Since its foundation in 1977, ISI has been striving to create an educational environment and to offer services that
foster global human resources in the respective stages of education, language training, and international exchanges.

1977

2004

■ Opened Shinano Gakuin, a cram school, in Ueda

1979

■ Opened the vocational college Tokyo Business and Language
College (TBL) in Machida
■ Cooperated with Bridgeport International High School in the
U.S. and started the Studying Overseas High School
Program

■ Completed the new three-story Shinano Gakuin building

1980
Shinano Gakuin

■ Founded Shinano Preparatory School (President: Shojiro Ogino)

1981

■ Completed the five-story Shinano Gakuin building

Tokyo Business and
Language College

1982

■ Gained approval for miscellaneous schools from Nagano Pref.
■ Changed the school name to Shinano Preparatory School

2006

1985
Shinano Yobiko (1982)

■ Completed a six-story school building in the vacant lot of the
former three-story Shinano Yobiko building

ISI Shanghai Campus in SISU

1987

■ Completed Karuizawa Seminar House, a training facility, in Karuizawa

1992

■ Opened the Japanese language school Nagano Gaigo Academy
certified by the Association for the Promotion of Japanese
Language Education

Shinano Yobiko (1985)

1993

ISI Language School

1995

■ Completed a student dormitory Shirakaba Ryo in Ueda
■ Opened Tokyo Office to promote the expansion of the overseas
education business nationwide
■ Business cooperation with Beijing Foreign Studies University
(BFSU) and Beijing Language and Culture University (BLCU)

1996

ISI FESTA 2011

■ Moved the Japanese language school ILS and the ISI
Corporate Head Office to Takadanobaba

■ Completed building a student dormitory Dream Pal in Ueda
■ Opened the ISI Shanghai Office as a support base for studying
in China

ISI Language College

1999

2000

TBL

■ Established the Department of Chinese and English
International Studies in Fudan University
■ Established the Internationa Division in Shanghai Foreign
Language School
■ Reached the milestone of 500 foreign students to study in
Chinese universities

■ Cooperated with Peking University Health Science Center
and medical students started their overseas study

2013
2014

Minami-Ikebukuro

2002

Peking University
Health Science Center

■ Opened the English language school ISI Ireland in Dublin,
Ireland
■ Opened the Japanese language school ISI Tokyo in
Takadanobaba
■ Donated the ISI Japan-China Friendship First Choice
Elementary School in the Xigaze District of Tibet
■ Cooperated with the University of Bridgeport in the U.S. and
started the Two-Country Study Abroad Program

ISI Beijing Office

■ Opened the Japanese language school ISI Chukyo in Gifu
■ Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen (President: Shojiro
Ogino) was approved by Tokyo Metropolitan Government
■ Cooperated with 20 Irish high schools and started the
Studying Overseas High School Program

■ Opened the student dormitory "Shakujii Koen International
House"
■ Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo College was
opened in Minami-Ikebukuro
■ Moved the head office to Minami-Ikebukuro
■ Moved ISI Beijing Office just in front of Peking University
Health Science Center

2016

NBL

www.isi-globa l.com

■ Moved the vocational college TBL to Minami-Ikebukuro
■ Opened the annex of the Japanese language school ILS as
Shikikan in Takadanobaba
■ Moved the Japanese language school ILC to Ikebukuro
Campus in Minami-Ikebukuro

2015

2003

ISI Chukyo

■ April 1: the 35th anniversary of ISI's foundation
■ Maasaki Ogino became CEO of ISI Global Inc. and ISI Inc.,
and Executive Director of Educational Corporation ISI
Gakuen
■ Reopened the Japanese Language School ISI Tokyo as ISI
Language College (ILC) in Nishi-Shinjuku

■ Started Medical Education Preparatory Course
■ Moved ISI Beijing office in Beijing Language and Culture
University Conference Center

2001
Enterance Ceremony at BLCU

2011

■ Held a joint ISI Japanese language school event ISI FESTA
2011

2012

■ Founded ISI Inc. in Tokyo (President: Shojiro Ogino)
■ Established the Department of Chinese and English
International Studies at Shanghai International Studies
University (SISU), BFSU, BLCU and started the Two-Country
Study Abroad Program

Shinano Yobiko Sakaki Campus

■ Started to manage TECC, Test of Communicative Chinese
■ The Advanced Course at the vocational college TBL was
approved by Tokyo Metropolitan Government
■ The Advanced Course at the vocational college NLC was
approved by Nagano Pref.

2010

1997
ISI Beijing Office

■ Opened the language school ISI Shanghai Campus at Shanghai
International Studies University
■ Opened the ISI Shanghai Office in the same facility
■ Cooperated with 15 high schools in Auckland, New Zealand,
and started the Studying Overseas High School Program
■ Held a ceremony for the 30th anniversary of ISI's
foundation

2008

■ Opened the ISI Beijing Office as a support base for studying in China
■ Completed the new three-story school building Shinano
Yobiko Sakaki Campus

1998

■ Founded ISI Global Inc. (President: Shojiro Ogino)
■ Opened the Japanese language school ISI Language School
(ILS) in Shin-Okubo
■ Donated ISI Hope Second Elementary School in Tsingtao,
China
■ Cooperated with 24 public schools in Vancouver, Canada, and
started the Studying Overseas High School Program
■ Opened ISI Office in Vancouver, Canada

2007

■ Started a new business for studying at Chinese universities

Inaugural Enterance Ceremony
at Nagano Gaigo Academy

2005

■ Opened the vocational college Nagano Language College
(NLC) in Ueda
■ Moved ISI Corporate Head Office to Shinjuku Island
Tower

■ Renamed the vocational college NLC to Nagano Business and
Language College (NBL)
■ Opened the student dormitories "NBL International House"
and "Toda International House"
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